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The Marino Mission: One Girl, One Mission, One Thousand Words; 1,000 Need-to-Know *SAT Vocabulary WordsCliffs Notes, 2005
One unforgettable story.1,000 unforgettable SAT vocabulary words.    

Alexa McCurry leads an ordinary teenager's life in upstate New York—until she embarks on a summer adventure in Central America. While working at a potentially boring internship in a marine DNA lab, she befriends a local boy, José, and a remarkable dolphin,...
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Battling for Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Business as War
"Kenneth Allard has provided a tremendous public service with his superb book, Business as War: Battling for Competitive Advantage. Colonel Allard demonstrates the thoughtful and balanced thinking that made him such an effective intelligence officer. Ken Allard also systematically unravels and explains the...
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Uninsured in America: Life and Death in the Land of OpportunityUniversity of California Press, 2005
Reaching beyond statistics and prevalent assumptions, Uninsured in America goes to the heart of why more than forty million Americans are falling through the cracks in the health care system, and what it means for society as a whole when so many people suffer the consequences of inadequate medical care. Based on interviews with 120 uninsured men...
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Solutions Manual for Recursive Methods in Economic DynamicsHarvard University Press, 2003
Solutions manual to the classic textbook Recursive Methods in Economic Dynamics. The exercises in the book are integral to the text. This manual provides detailed answers to the problems in Recursive Methods. Softcover.       

Over the years we have received many requests for an answer book for the exercises in Recursive Methods in...
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Saints of Ninth- and Tenth-Century Greece (Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library)Harvard University Press, 2019

	
		Saints of Ninth- and Tenth-Century Greece collects funeral orations, encomia, and narrative hagiography. Together, these works illuminate one of the most obscure periods of Greek history?when holy men played central roles as the Byzantine administration reimposed control on southern and central Greece in the wake of Avar,...
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Grossman's Cardiac Catheterization, Angiography, and InterventionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005
The premier reference on cardiac catheterization is now in its thoroughly revised Seventh Edition, reflecting the rapid evolution and growing clinical use of interventional techniques. The completely revamped interventional section includes new material on treatment of pediatric and adult congenital heart disease, as well as on coronary...
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Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, DiskMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
The first book to comprehensively cover the intricacies of optimizing the behavior of modern memory systems using a holistic design approach.     

       Is your memory hierarchy stopping your microprocessor from performing at the high level it should be? Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, Disk shows you how to resolve this problem. ...
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The History of Terrorism: From Antiquity to al QaedaUniversity of California Press, 2007
This authoritative work provides an essential perspective on terrorism by offering a rare opportunity for analysis and reflection at a time of ongoing violence, chilling threats, and renewed reprisals. In it, some of the best international specialists working on the subject today examine terrorism's long and complex history from antiquity to the...
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Strategic Management: Concepts and Cases (with InfoTrac®)South-Western College, 2006

	STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: CONCEPTS AND CASES, 7th edition provides the most accurate, relevant, and complete presentation of strategic management today. Each edition is thoroughly updated to include cutting edge research and trends that are shaping business strategy. The authors guide students through the strategic management process using a...
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Biotech Industry: A Global, Economic, and Financing OverviewJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"The biotech industry is a complex, rapidly evolving, and critical industry. The industry holds great commercial and societal promise, but it is also filled with hype, confusion, and risks. Bergeron and Chan do a remarkable job of providing a sweeping, insightful, and probing assessment of the current state and likely evolution of this global...
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The 100 Simple Secrets of Successful People: What Scientists Have Learned and How You Can Use ItHarper Perennial, 2002
What are the keys to success? Scientists have studied the traits, beliefs, and practices of successful people in all walks of life. But the answers they find wind up in stuffy academic journals aimed at other scientists.
The 100 Simple Secrets of Successful People takes the best and most important research results from over a thousand...
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Einstein 1905: The Standard of GreatnessHarvard University Press, 2006
This book celebrates Albert Einstein’s 1905. In six months Einstein wrote five papers that deeply influenced the course of twentieth-century science. These papers from the hand of a thenunknown physicist make 1905 one of the most memorable years in the history of science and, without doubt, make the six months from March 17 to September 27...
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